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LANGUAGE SHIFT AND 

ENDANGERMENT 

Languages do not remain constant for long, indeed they change rapidly. 

Societies change and languages are out to new uses. New styles of 

speech or writing emerge for use in new social interactions and 

purposes. New dialects emerge as populations move into new regions 

and countries (English in Nigeria) and in some circumstances new 

languages eventually emerge. Moreover, overtime people change their 

habits of choosing between the languages and varieties at their disposal 

in the speech community and thus the social value associated with these 

changes. 2 



LANGUAGE SHIFT AND 

ENDANGERMENT 

When change in habit of language use become particularly 

pronounced and one language or language variety comes to be 

used in significantly smaller or wider range of circumstances in a 

speech community, we speak of language shift. In extreme cases, 

what was once the major language of a community - the language 

used as the primary vehicle of communication and the mother 

tongue of most community members, maybe replaced by another 

language. 
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CAUSES OF LANGUAGE SHIFT 

Disruption of the speech community, physical or 

social separation of speakers so that there are 

fewer opportunities for interaction among them 

is a factor in language shift. A typical example is 

the Trans-Atlantic slave trade which forbids 

slaves to speak in their mother tongues.  
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CAUSES OF LANGUAGE SHIFT 

This can come about in many different ways:  

o decimation of the speech community;  

o enforced resettlement together with others who do not share 

the same language;  

o widespread dispersal of the community for employment and 

other reasons;  

o influx of significant numbers of immigrants and separation of 

children from the adults.  
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CAUSES OF LANGUAGE SHIFT 

Some languages have survived for a long time without large 

speech communities, while others appear vulnerable even with 

many thousands of speakers. Speakers might shift their speech 

habits in favor of a language enjoying higher status, especially if 

it is politically advantageous to do so. For instance, some 

minority ethnic groups in the northern part of Nigeria prefer to 

speak Hausa Language. 
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CAUSES OF LANGUAGE SHIFT 

The language of the colonizer is 

associated with the modern world and 

desirable commodities, while the 

traditional language might be 

associated with the old ways of life. 
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DEGREES OF LANGUAGE ENDANGERMENT 

S/N DEGREE OF 

ENDANGERMENT 

INTERGENERATIONAL LANGUAGE 

TRANSMISSION 

1 Safe Language is Spoken by all generations, intergenerational 

transmission is interrupted 

2 Vulnerable Most children speak the language but it may be restricted 

to certain domains (e.g. home) 

3 Definitely Endangered Children no longer learn the language as mother tongue in 

the home 

4 Severely Endangered Language is spoken by grandparents and older generations, 

while the parents may understand it, they do not speak it to 

children among themselves 

5 Critically Endangered The youngest speakers are grandparents and older and they 

speak the language partially and infrequently 

6 Extinct There are no speakers left 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, effort should be made in order to ensure 

language maintenance and revival across Nigeria and 

the rest of the world. In a number of cases, communities 

have ensured that their traditional language survive or 

that a previous spoken language be reintroduced. 
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Thanks for reading!!! 


